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The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of time managementto reduce job stresses in school managers in Alborz Province, Iran. Theresearch method according to the type of target was applied and in case ofdata collection was a quasi-experimental study. The sample size of the studyconsisted of 396 school managers working in the academic year of 2014-2015 in Alborz province. Number of 123 managers including 85 males and38 females were selected using multi-stage cluster sampling of schoolsmanagers of Alborz Province. 123 school managers (62 in experimentalgroup and 61 in control group) were selected with pretest of occupationalstress. Then the experiment group spent 20 hours of time managementtraining and then the two groups were asked to complete the questionnaireagain and significant difference was observed between the two groups. Also,the pre-test and post-test conditions of respondents were studied. To analyzethe data, the descriptive and inferential statistical methods (analysis ofcovariance) were used. In the pre-test, the persons' occupational stressesand in post-test the effects of time management training on it was evaluated.By analyzing the data and the result, the validity of the questionnaire wasconfirmed by experts and advisors. Results showed significant effectbetween the time management training and reduction of occupational stressin school managers.
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1. Introduction

*Job stresses are experienced in physical, mentaland emotional reactions that are resulted because ofchanges and needs in employment conditions.Changes can be large or small. Everyone respondsdifferently to stressful situations. In fact, stress is anemotional sense that occurs when a personencounter with a pressure more than what one usedto it. With this estimate, in the educational spaces ofschools, occupational stress can have differentdimensions. Including at the level of internal refersto mental problems and stresses of work andeducational activities. In addition, job stressdimensions of school managers are considered indifferent aspects including high volume of work, lackof career development, lack of social status; coldrelationships with colleagues, issues of students, lackof planning, lack of discipline in the use of workinghours and lack of attention to the working hours.With regard to the sensitive mission of training andschools management, presence of thought andmental health for training staff are important that
* Corresponding Author.Email Address: ramezan.jahanian@kiau.ac.ir

should be pathologized and to remove the job stressand find a solution principals. Given that the effectiveand efficient use of time is unavoidable necessity forsuccess in work and life. Time management trainingincludes a set of skills to control and make better useof time. This tutorial explains the concepts andprinciples of time management and provides timemanagement techniques and tools to live and workin the environment. Time is invisible capital. To planin time with respect to the concept of value and theso-called "ultra-golden" time, it is necessary toconsider essential points such as the elimination ofdestructive elements of time, time division andseparation, targeting and prioritization of life,organization of activities and programs anddetermination to implement programs (Ross, 2007).Effective use of time management training can belisted by setting goals, planning and prioritizing oftasks and activities. With planning and timeallocation, it may be increased understanding ofavailable time to use of their time targeted andstructured, and by prioritizing the issues based onthe allocated time for each activity do multiple tasksin a timely manner. The study of Makan et al (2008)showed that the time control, improved performance
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management and have led to more satisfaction fromlife and work (Ross, 2007). Also, given that efficientand motivated workforce, including schoolprincipals, are of the largest and most dynamic partof the organization and key figure in line with thegoals of each organization and especially in the fieldof stress and the pressure of time and place andworking, the research is limit. Mission and the role ofeducation, especially school principals are so highthat today is the era of leadership and managementand the success of institutions and organizationsdepend largely on the efficiency and effectiveness ofmanagement. Construction of the educational systemof each country includes a set of requirements of itsformal organization and management of theeducation system that educational managers areresponsible to manage them, and not only in terms ofsocial and economic progress is important, but alsoin terms of its contribution to job mobility and theexpectations, are of crucial importance (Hashemi etal., 2013). Since applied research and in-depthrelationship with occupational stress among schoolprincipals Alborz has not performed, so importantand need to study the impact of education timemanagement on reducing job stress in schoolmanagers of Alborz province can be seen. Thepresent study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness oftraining in terms of time management, in timemanagement and prioritizing goals dimensions, timemanagement effectiveness in time mechanicdimension, study of effectiveness of timemanagement training in control of time managementtraining dimension and organizing education of timemanagement in reducing occupational stress ofschool managers of Alborz province.
2. Method and materialAccording to the researchers in this study soughtto determine the effect of time management trainingon the reduction of occupational stress of schoolsmanagement, so the quasi-experimental researchmethods were used. Also, according to the datacollection, the research was quasi-experimentalstudy with post and pre-tests, the experimental andcontrol groups. The sample size of the researchconsisted of all 396 managers of Alborz Province inthe spring and summer of 2014-2015 that 123persons were selected as the sample size and thisincludes managers at all levels of education and werein the city of Karaj in Alborz province. The study wasperformed by a multi-stage cluster sampling.Selection was based on sample characteristics andjob stress among school managers. The main tool fordata collection in this research included studieslibrary, the standard job stress questionnaire (HSE)that consisted of 35 questions which its validity andreliability was determined by 30 pre-testedquestionnaires and the reliability of reliabilitycoefficient  determined. To determine the reliabilityof the questionnaire the Cronbach's alpha coefficientwas used (Avazzadeh, 2015). The obtained resultswere analyzed by the two methods of descriptive

and inferential statistics. Also, the demographiccharacteristics of the respondents and thequestionnaire were evaluated and descriptivestatistics including frequency, mean, standarddeviation and inferential statistics were obtainedusing SPSS software.
3. Results

3.1. Components of goals and prioritiesThe mean components of components andpriorities for the experimental group in pre and posttests were 2.32 and 4.21, respectively. But the meanin pre-test and post-test of control groups did notdiffer much and has reached from 2.47 to 2.91.Therefore, it is clear that time management trainingcould had effect on the objectives components andpriorities and there was a significant relationshipbetween training of time management in goals andtime priorities dimension and reducing job stress(Table 1 and Fig. 1).
3.2. Time control componentsThe mean of control components for theexperimental group in pre-test and post-test were2.70 and 3.95, respectively. But the mean in post andpre-tests of control group had not significantdifferences and has reached from 2.3 to 2.95. So, it isevident that time management training could affectin time control component of programs and therewas a significant correlation between timemanagement training in time control dimension inreducing occupational stress in Alborz provinceschool managers (Table 2 and Fig. 2).
3.3. Organizing componentAccording to the above table, the mean fororganizational components for the experimentalgroup in pretest and posttest were 2.57 and 4.14,respectively. But the mean in pre-test and post-testand control groups were not significantly differentand has reached from 2.26 to 2.66. It is clear thattime management training could be effective inorganizing component and had effect between timemanagement training in case of time organizingdimension in reducing job stress of school managersof Alborz Province (Table 3 and Fig. 3).
3.4. Mechanic componentsBased on the above table the mean of mechanicalcomponents for the experimental group in pretestand posttest were 2.69 and 4.08, respectively. Butthe mean in pre and post-tests of control group hadno significant differences and reached from 2.62 to2.84. It was concluded that educating timemanagement could have effect on mechanicalcomponent and there was a positive and significantcorrelation between educating time management in
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mechanic dimension of time in reduction and jobstress of school managers of Alborz Province (Table 4 and Fig. 4).
Table 1: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation of the objectives and time priorities in the post-test and controlgroup

Pre-testpost-testfollow-up

Componentsgroupsmeanstandard
deviationmeanstandard

deviationmeanstandard
deviation

Experimental
group2.320.8274.210.5143.960.642

Objectives and
prioritizeControl group2.472.472.910.9392.891.01

Table 2: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation of the time control in the post-test, experiment and control groups
Pre-testpost-testfollow-up

Componentsgroupsmeanstandard
deviationmeanstandard

deviationmeanstandard
deviation Experimentgroup2.700.2963.950.6833.411.04 controlControl group2.300.4162.9508582.980.939

Table 3: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation of the organization of time criteria in the posttest, control andexperimental groups
Pre-testpost-testfollow-up

componentgroupsmeanStandard
deviationmeanStandard

deviationmeanstandard
deviation

Experiment
group2.570.8024.140.6964.080.743

organizingControl group2.260.6992.581.042.661.02
4. Inferential statistics and analysis of research
questionsWhen the regression toward the mean affectssignificantly the measuring of posttest and whenwants to compare the groups, duringimplementation of the pre-test and post-test thecovariance analysis is used.
Assumption of normal dataBefore using analysis of covariance, to be thenormal distribution assumption of data must beverified. Based on the Kolmogorov test, if the nullhypothesis of the data based on the normalityconfirms, we can use covariance analysis for furtheranalysis. Otherwise, this test should not be used(Table 5).
Homogeneity of variance groupsIn the homogeneity of variances by using theLevene’s test, homogeneity of variance wasevaluated in groups. If significant level in Levine'stest be more than 0.05, the groups' variance hadhomogeneous. In this test the null hypothesis wasthat the variance of two groups was homogeneousand according to the following table that is morethan 0.05, the alternative hypothesis was rejectedand the null hypothesis was confirmed and thehomogeneity of variances were observed (Table 6).
Impact of time management on reducing job
stress of schools managers of Alborz Province

In this study, the following table indicates thatthe mean for solving problem for time managementtraining at post-test and follow-up have increasedand the mean was23.771 and effective coefficient inpost-test and follow up were 0.58, and 0.44,respectively (Table 7).

Fig. 1: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation ofthe objectives and time priorities of the pre-test, post-testand follow-up and control groups

Fig. 2: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation oftime control in the pre-test, post-test, follow-up, controland experiment  groups
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation oftime organizing in the pre-test, post-test and follow-up ofcontrol and experiment groups

Fig. 4: Comparison of mean and time mechanic standarddeviation in the pre-test, post-test and follow-up, controland experiment groups

The impact of training of time management from
the dimension of objectives and priorities, on
reduction of occupational stress of Alborz school
administratorsAccording to the table of the effect of timetraining on reducing job stress of school managers ofAlborz province was evident. Therefore, timemanagement training in the time objectives andpriorities dimension in reducing job stress of schoolmanagers of Alborz Province was confirmed. Usinganalysis of covariance revealed a significantdifference between pre-test and post-test scores(Table 8).
Time management training from the dimension of
mechanics of training of time on reducing
occupational stress of school managersRegarding the results of the pre-test that wasmore than post-test, it is concluded that timemanagement training had significant effect onreducing job stress management, in schoolsmanagers of Alborz province. Also, the results alsoshowed that time management training frommechanics of time training had effect on reducing jobstress. In Table 8, covariance analysis showed asignificant difference between pre-test and post-testscores (Table 9).

Table 4: Comparison of mean and standard deviation of time mechanic in posttest, control and experimental groups
PretestPost testfollow-up

componentGroupMeanStandard
deviationMeanStandard

deviationMeanStandard
deviation

experimental
group2.690.5934.080.6603.710.830

MechanicControl group2.460.4302.840.7582.860.889
Table 5: The results of Kolmogorov test

pre-test post-test follow-up123 123 123 No.1.088 1.082 1.047 Kolmogorov
test;

Smirnov

Table 6: Homogeneity of groups' variance
Levene’s

testdf1Df2Sig

Pretest0.4631580.499
Posttest0.8341580.287

Follow up0.7291580.397
Table 7: Analysis of covariance for for time management training between groups

Time
mechanictestsquaredfMean squareFSigeffective coefficient

PretestPosttest23.771123.77169.7500.0000.58
Follow up9.67919.67922.0050.0000.44

Table 8: Analysis of covariance test for objectives and priorities
Prioritization
and objectives

testsquaredfMean squareFSigeffective
coefficient

pretestPosttest21.204121.20456.3300.0000.48
Follow up3.37913.3793.3690.0720.10

Table 9: Covariance analysis of time mechanic
Time

mechanictestsquaredfMean squareFSigeffective
coefficient

pretestposttest27.525123.52563.1470.0000.57
Follow up23.039123.03940.4150.0720.47

The impact of time management training, in time
control dimension in reducing occupational stress
in schools managers

The results confirmed the effect of timemanagement in time control dimension indecreasing occupational stress in school
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administrators. In Table 10, the analysis ofcovariance was used, and the results showedsignificant differences between pre-test and post-test (Table 10).
Time management training from time organizing
dimension on reducing occupational stress of
school managers

Regarding to the results of post-test be more thanthe pre-test, the effect of time management trainingfrom time organizing dimension on reducing theoccupational stress in Alborz Province schoolsmanagers was approved. In Table 11, the analysis ofcovariance was used to test that the results betweenpre-test and post-test showed significant differences.
Table 10: Time control covariance analysis

Time
controltestsquaredfMean squareFSigeffective

coefficient
pretestposttest7.02517.02513.7020.0000.36

Follow up0.54010.5400.5560.4590.074
Table 11: Analysis of covariance of time organizing

Time
organizingtestsquaredfMean

squareFSigeffective coefficient

pretestposttest30.030130.03041.1110.0000.49
Follow up26.302126.30233.6720.0000.41As the results of posttest were more than the pre-test, so it was indicated that time managementtraining had effect on the reduction of occupationalstress in schools managers in Alborz province.

5. Discussion and conclusionsThe mean for time objectives and priorities of theexperiment and the control groups were 4.21, and3.41 in pretest, respectively. At a different timeanother test was held for the managers that showedthe mean less than previous. The mean for timecontrol in experiment and control groups were 4.09,and 3.78, respectively that has been increased in theexperimental group. The mean for time mechanics inpretest in the experimental and control groups were4.08, and 3.71, respectively which have increased inthe experimental group. On another occasion a testwas held that showed that mean of groups have beendecreased. To evaluate the effect of timemanagement training in reducing stress in schoolsmanagers of Alborz Province, covariance analysiswas used. The results showed a significant differencebetween the mean scores at post-test and follow-upgroups. So, the null hypothesis was rejected and thescores in the experimental group increased. In thisregard, the results of research were in consistentwith the findings of McCain and Msyra in case ofanxiety and occupational stress. In the mentionedresearches showed that the relationship betweentime management and lack of job anxiety was seen(Ross, 2007; Hargryor, 2007). In this regard, it wasfound that time management training can affect inreducing job stress in Alborz school managers andwould able them to overcome and reduce the stressafter the training course. In order to examine theeffect of time management training on reducing thejob stress of schools managers of Alborz Provincethe covariance test was used that the results showeda significant difference between the mean scores ofobjectives and prioritizing the time in two groups ofpre and post tests and follow-up groups. So, the nullhypothesis was rejected and the mean of the

experimental group increased from 3.41 to 4.21,respectively. But in the control group had noincrease and suggests that the experimental groupwas better than the control group. After two months,another test was conducted and showed that themean of groups had changed after 2 months. Theresults of this study were in consistent with thefindings of other studies on job stress and itsremoval solution (Alagheband, 1995; Analooyi,2008; Jahanian, 2008). In this research it has shownthat time management had a major role in reducingjob stress. To examine the effect of time managementtraining on reducing job stress of schools managersin Alborz province the covariance test was used andthe results showed a significant difference betweenmean scores of time control of pre-test and post-testand follow-up groups. So, the null hypothesis wasrejected. The mean of the experimental groupincreased from 3.78 to 4.09, respectively. But hadnot any increase in the control group and showedthat the experimental group performance was betterthan the control group. After two months, anothertest was conducted and showed that the mean ofgroups had changed after two months. The results ofthis study were in consistent with the findings ofother researchers in case of effect of timemanagement efficiency on stress. In this study hasshown that time management had a major role inreducing job stress (Robbins, 1995; Zali, 1996,Ferner, 2000; Qarayi Moghaddam, 1996). Impact oftime management training on reducing job stress inschools managers in Alborz province, the covarianceanalysis was used and the results showed asignificant difference between mean scores oforganization of time in pre-test and post-test andfollow-up. So, the null hypothesis was rejected. Themean of the experimental group increased from 3.41to 4.21, respectively. But had not increase in thecontrol group and showed that the experimentalgroup performance was better than the controlgroup. After two months, another test was conductedand showed that the mean of groups had changedafter two months. The results of this study were
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matched with the findings of other studies based onjob stress (Shafiabadi and Naseri, 2007; Shirazi,1994). The study has shown that time managementhad a major role in reducing job stress. In order toexamine the effects of time management training onreducing job stress in schools managers of AlborzProvince, the covariance test was used and theresults showed a significant difference betweenmean scores of time mechanic in pre and post testsand follow-up groups. So, the null hypothesis wasrejected. The mean of the experimental groupincreased from 3.41 to 4.21, respectively. But hadnot increase in the control group and showed thatthe experimental group performance was betterthan the control group. After two months, anothertest was conducted and showed that the group hadchanged after two months. The results of this studywere in consistence with the findings of otherstudies about the relationship between timemanagement and stress management (Hashemi etal., 2013). The study has shown that timemanagement had a major role in reducing job stress.The results showed that all aspects of timemanagement training affected on reducing job stressof school managers in Alborz Province. For thisreason, it is recommended that if job stress exists,school managers use time management trainingmethod as an effective tool. It is suggested that infuture studies to investigate the reduction of jobstress by time management training in schoolmanagers in neighboring cities. In addition, otherfactors also should be considered to reduce jobstress.The main problem in the study were lack ofaccess to resources and needed statisticalinformation.
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